Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ February ∞
February
Tuesday 12th

8:00

1

Adult &
£33.00
Concession
Child
£31.00

The World of Glass – St Helens
Includes: Entrance, Main Course Lunch with Tea/Coffee

Upon arrival you will receive refreshments of tea, coffee and biscuits. Your
host will then take you on a tour of the Pilkington Crystal Collection and the St.
Helens Heritage Collection. From the gallery you will watch the Special Effects
Film Show followed by your chance to see the age old craft of glassblowing by
the team of talented glassblowers. Be amazed as they take molten glass
straight from the intense heat of the "glory hole" and then blow it into a
variety of designs, in brilliant colours and finishes. We will then have a main
course lunch with Tea/Coffee in the comfort of the canal side café. Once we
have finished lunch you will be taken to the Jubilee Cone Building where you
will experience what life was like in a Victorian glass factory. Our last stop will
give you a chance to use your discount voucher in the Artisan gift shop or have
one last visit to the café before we depart for home.
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Date & Destination

February
Thursday 21st

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

2

Cost

Adult
£28.00
Concession £27.50
Child
£21.00

Batsford Arboretum - Gloucestershire

Wrap up warm for a wonderful walk full of snowdrops and winter flowers at
the Batsford Arboretum. The garden covers 55 acres and contains around
3,000 trees. In February we hope to see Snowdrops, Cyclamen, Aconites,
Crocus and Hellebores providing a positive patchwork of colour carpeting the
arboretum. The trees will be showing the first signs of spring. What a peaceful
and beautiful time for a wander along the wild gardens, paths and streams,
enjoy stunning views across the Evenlode Valley and discover the beautiful
oriental-influenced statues hidden in glades around the grounds. At the
Arboretum you will find the Garden Terrace Café serving freshly-baked food
daily, a well-stocked plant centre and garden shop, a gift shop with unique and
affordable souvenirs and gift ideas. Also do not miss Roger the Woodturner in
his cabin and watch as he creates beautiful hand-turned wooden bowls,
candlesticks and much more.
During periods of wet weather off path walking may be slippery and visitors
are advised to wear suitable footwear. For people with walking difficulties
there are adequate seats throughout the Arboretum and a flat area through
the centre of the gardens.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ March ∞
March
Saturday 16th

07:50

1

Adult &
£19.00
Concession
Child
£17.00

Bury Market

Bury Market has been around since the middle of the 15th century and is
widely regarded as the best in the country. Every week more than 250,000
shoppers from North West England and beyond are drawn by its fabulous array
of stalls and unique friendly atmosphere.
The Open Market is the largest of the three markets with around 300 stalls
selling almost everything under the sun. Despite the name, most of it is
actually covered.
Whilst shopping you might want to stop for a bite to eat, and the market has
an abundance of multicultural cafes and takeaways.
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Date & Destination

March
Wednesday 20th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£18.50
Concession
Child
£16.50

Tewkesbury Market & Worcester

We will visit the medieval town of Tewkesbury with its picturesque black and
white half-timbered buildings, popular market, and mixture of independent
and well known high street shops. Take time to enjoy the world-renowned
early 12th century Abbey - one of the UK’s greatest examples of medieval
architecture. We then travel onto the beautiful Cathedral city of Worcester.
Although possessing all the sophistication and amenities of a city, Worcester,
with its attractive jumble of medieval, Tudor, Georgian, and modern
architecture has the feel of a small town. It’s easy to explore and get around,
with many attractions just minutes by foot from the City Centre.
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Date & Destination

March
Tuesday 26th

First pick up
Time

09:50

Route

3

Bournville Village & Cadbury’s Heritage Tour
Includes: Afternoon Tea

Cost

Adult &
£31.00
Concession
Child
£29.00

Enjoy a trip down memory lane with this popular tour, combining an
informative talk about the Bournville Village and the Cadbury Family with a
fully guided tour around Cadbury World, with afternoon tea!
We will have a coach tour of Bournville with one of Cadbury’s heritage team
guides and discover the Cadbury brothers vision of a ‘Factory in a Garden’.
View examples of beautiful architecture, the unique village green and pretty
tree lined streets before taking a guided tour of the Cadbury world exhibitions:
The Cadbury Story – enjoy a sequence of special effects cinema presentations
in themed auditoriums.
Manufacturing – see how Cadbury’s most popular products are made at
interactive video stations.
Chocolate making – watch chocolatiers demonstrate traditional chocolate
making skills, and choose a treat to add to a pot of warm liquid chocolate.
Advertising Avenue – Reminisce over Cadbury adverts from the past 100 years
and rediscover your old favorites.
Bournville Experience – Visit the Cadbury heritage centre which focuses on the
Quaker ethic of the Cadbury family and how Bournville was created.
Cream Tea – Enjoy scones and sandwiches, served in the themed Cadbury’s
Café with tea or coffee.
World’s Biggest Cadbury Shop – Stock up on favorite treats and exclusive
handmade items. Plus every visitor receives a complimentary bar of Bournville
dark chocolate on departure.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ April ∞
April
Wednesday 3rd

07:30

Botanical Garden of Wales

2

Adult &
£30.50
Concession
Child
£24.50

The beautiful National Botanic Garden of Wales, near Llanarthne in Carmarthenshire,
has been hailed a great success by visitors from far and near who have enjoyed all that
the 568-acre parkland has to offer, its historic and futuristic buildings, its horticultural
displays and flower meadows, its lakes and walks, its shops and cafes.
The Garden's centrepiece is the Great Glasshouse designed by world-famous architects
Norman Foster and Partners. Inside the amazing tilted glass dome is a Mediterranean
landscape dominated by a six-metre deep ravine. Rock terraces and sheer faces are cut
by streams and waterfalls. A lake provides a humid habitat at the foot of the chasm.
Visitors are able to experience the aftermath of an Australian bush fire, pause in a
Spanish olive grove or wander through collections of fuchsias from Chile.
There's something for everyone at the Garden of Wales, from the peaceful surroundings
of the Japanese Garden, its stream, tea house and cherry trees to the surround-sound
experience of Theatre Botanica with its specially commissioned film celebrating the
world of plants. There are lakeside walks and prairie walks, an opportunity to see the
development of the unique Double Walled Garden and be some of the first to see the
shoots that will become the Woods of the World in years to come.
Award-winning water sculptures link the past with the present, bringing 1790s garden
and lake design side by side with contemporary art design.
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Date & Destination

April
Tuesday 9th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£36.00
Concession
Child
£34.00

Ross-on-Wye, Lunch followed by a
scenic cruise down the Wye Valley

Join us on a trip to the historic town of Ross-on-Wye which is rapidly gaining a
reputation as the town of independent shops. Not to be missed is the town’s St
Mary’s Church spire which has dominated the skyline of Ross-on-Wye for over
700 years. As you stroll around Ross you can’t help but come across the ‘Man
of Ross’ – a 17th Century Philanthropist, Sir John Kyrle brought clean water and
clean feet (when he built a causeway from the river crossing) to the town. Be
sure to look at the views across to the Malverns in the east and Black
Mountains in the west and the ever present May Hill just over the border into
Gloucestershire.
We will move on to The Old Court Hotel at Symonds Yat. The beautiful
sixteenth century Manor House will serve you your lunch before boarding our
scenic cruise.
After lunch we set sail with Kingfisher Cruises on a forty minute trip through
the spectacular and historic Wye Valley. The Wye Valley is an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and forms the western border of the Forest,
separating England from Wales. Float along Britain's most unspoilt major river
as it winds its way through Symonds Yat gorge and village, dividing it into East
and West. Relax and enjoy the on board live commentary telling of the natural
beauty and history of the area. .
What a lovely way to spend a day!
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Date & Destination

April
Thursday 25th
Woburn Safari Park

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

3

Cost

Adult
£42.50
Concession £40.00
Child
£34.50

For a day packed with animal encounters and wonderful wildlife, visit Woburn
with over 80 species of animals including lions, tigers and bears. Today, it is an
award winning attraction which makes a valuable contribution to conservation.
Most of all, it is a place where families can enjoy being together and seeing
animals in a beautiful environment.
Your day out includes a circuit of the Road Safari drive through animal reserves
consisting of Northern Plaines, Savannah Grasslands, Kingdom of the
Carnivores, Giraffe Junction and the African Forest Troop of mischievous
Monkeys.
Once we’ve completed the Road Safari your adventures continue along the
Foot Safari with a fantastic daily programme of keeper talks and
demonstrations. On Foot discover Desert Springs, Elephant Meadow, Sea Lion
Cove, Deer Paddock, Birds of Prey, Birds in Action, Rainbow Landing, Penguin
World, Land of the Lemurs, Sea Lion Beach, Monkey Business, Australian
Walkabout, The Discovery Zone, Chelonia Pathways, Farmyard Friends,
Himalayan Heights and Capybara Caves.
The Great Woburn Railway (fees may apply) is a miniature railway, taking you
on a tour of the Deer Paddock, where you can spot the herd of Fallow Deer,
through the Somali Wild Ass paddock and around to Elephant Junction in the
Foot Safari.
Most of the leisure activities at Woburn Safari Park are included in our
entrance ticket.
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Date & Destination

April
Tuesday 30th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£29.00
Concession
Child
£23.00

Hop aboard – National Tramway Museum

High in the sweeping Derbyshire countryside overlooking the famous Derwent
Valley is Crich Tramway Village, a period hamlet that’s also home to the
National Tramway Museum.
Join us in a trip back to a bygone age. Watching the vintage trams and lovely
old trolley buses ply their way up the old-fashioned main street is undoubtedly
a treat (tea rooms and shops are a given). You will have unlimited electric tram
rides - riding the beauties is a real joy, especially as many of them trundle out
into the open countryside where some truly spectacular views await. Be sure
to have a drink with some of the costumed characters in the convivial old Red
Lion pub before you leave.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ May ∞
May
Saturday 11th

08:00

Liverpool – Steam on the Dock

1

Adult &
£18.50
Concession
Child
£16.50

Witness steam engines on both land and sea, from dinky miniatures to huge,
towering lorries. See these shiny, grand machines of the industrial age up close
and in full steam! Be thrilled by the showman engines - colossal machines and
guaranteed show-stoppers at any steam rally. Blink and you’ll miss the speedy
Steam Bregazzi Buggy - a nifty, hand-made steam machine, which will be
speeding around the Dock delivering coal to her bigger relatives.
There’ll also be music and spectacle. From juggling peacock feathers to stilt
walking - be prepared to be amazed! Also keep an eye out for The Curious
Contrivance - trundling along with its wings flapping, pistons pumping and the
inevitable sounds of gas propulsion.
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Date & Destination

May
Tuesday 14th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

1

Cost

Adult
£32.00
Member £20.00
Child
£27.00

Bodnant Gardens

Nestling in the Snowdonian foothills of North Wales, Bodnant Garden was
forged by the Victorian vision of one extraordinary man, honed by his
descendants and is today cherished by visitors the world over.
With its hillside setting the garden’s 32 hectares (80 acres) drop dramatically
from manicured lawns and grand, flower-filled terraces, through buzzing
wildflower meadows and shrub-filled glades, into awe-inspiring dells of water
gardens and towering trees.
Established in 1874 by scientist, businessman and politician Henry Pochin, he
and his family filled the garden with plants collected by famous global
explorers such as Ernest Wilson, George Forrest and Harold Comber. Cared for
by the National Trust since 1949, Bodnant is a garden of firsts – home to the
earliest and grandest laburnum arch built in 1880, to Britain’s earliest
magnolias introduced from China in the late 1800s and to unique
rhododendron hybrids which were born and bred here from the 1920s.
Today it is home to exotic plants from the Blue Poppy of the Himalayas to the
Fire Bush of the Andes, as well as five National Collections - of Magnolia,
Embothrium, Eucryphia, Rhododendron forrestii and Bodnant Rhododendron
Hybrids. It is also boasts Wales’ largest collection of UK Champion Trees, which
provide a year-round spectacle.
Come in spring and enjoy swathes of daffodils, camellias, magnolias, and
rhododendrons; the heady sight and scent of roses, lily ponds, herbaceous
beds and buzzing wildflower meadows.
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Date & Destination

May
Saturday 25th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£28.50
Concession
Child
£16.50

Gloucester Tall Ships

Gloucester Tall Ships continues to be a huge hit with families and ship
enthusiasts, drawing audiences from around the country. What makes the
event so distinctive is its setting in the UK’s most inland port surrounded by
beautifully-preserved Victorian warehouses.
Five tall ships will sail into the docks and moor up on the quayside for visitors
to see. There will be a raft of entertainment featuring marauding pirates
(including Captain Jack Sparrow), nautical activities, fun games for children and
grown-ups, a food market plus two museums on the docks site. There are live
music stages featuring an eclectic selection of local bands and singers as well
as the return of the essential Gloucester Shanty Festival.
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Date & Destination

May
Thursday 30th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Fleetwood Market & St Ann’s

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£23.00
Concession
Child
£21.00

Fleetwood Market was first opened in 1840 and is truly a traditional market.
The building has stayed true to its Victorian heritage and in 1990 the market
was extended and is now one of the largest markets in the North West of
England.
With over 150 indoor and outdoor stalls it’s a true shoppers paradise and you’ll
find a variety of stalls including food, clothing and household good – all at great
prices.
When we arrive at St Ann’s - Imagine yourself on the perfect sandy beach
with beautiful blue sea, wide open golden sands backed by dunes; take a deep
breath and imagine the freshness of salty sea air and listen to the laughter of
your family and friends. St Ann’s-on-the-Sea’s town centre and the beautiful
Ashton Gardens have been regenerated over recent years to offer a charming
experience, blending heritage with modern living.
Take a stroll along the promenade in St Ann’s, past the bandstand and
wonderful Promenade Gardens and you’ll find the beautifully preserved
Victorian Pier, an important landmark reflecting the town’s heritage,
entertaining curious young minds and the young at heart with its endless
amusements.
With an expansive sandy beach, Victorian pier, historic windmill, a ‘royal’ golf
course and stylish independent shops, this seaside town continues to remind
us why we all love the British seaside so much.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ June ∞
June
Wednesday 5th

08:00

1

Adult &
£18.00
Concession
Child
£16.00

Aberystwyth via Devil’s Bridge

Devil’s Bridge is a famous mid-Wales tourist attraction. These unique waterfalls
have attracted many thousands of visitors since the 18th century including
William Wordsworth who wrote about “The Torrent at Devil’s Bridge”. After a
short stop off we then move onto Aberystwyth, where you can enjoy a stroll
on the mile long Victorian promenade. The seafront also boasts the oldest pier
in Wales, built in 1864.
Be sure not to miss the cliff railway the most relaxing way to get to the top of
Constitution Hill. The Cliff Railway is the longest functional electric cliff railway
in the country. At the summit you can experience the world’s largest Camera
Obscura, which provides a bird’s eye view of more than 1000 square miles, in a
360 degree sweep around Aberystwyth, on a clear day you will be rewarded
with views of Cardigan Bay and as far as Pembrokeshire.
At the southern end of the promenade you can enjoy a walk around the ruins
of Aberystwyth’s 13th century castle, founded by Edward I and used by Owain
Glyndŵr as a revolutionary base in 1404.
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Date & Destination

June
Tuesday 11th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£20.00
Concession
Child
£18.00

Southport

Tree-lined Lord Street is Southport’s jewel in the crown for those of you
looking for some retail therapy. It’s Victorian wrought iron and glass canopies
make shopping a real pleasure – even when the weather isn’t kind.
Tearooms, bars and restaurants intermingle with independent shops selling
clothes, gifts, jewellery and much, much more. So there is plenty of
opportunity to relax and enjoy a coffee or glass of wine and watch the world
go by.
Don’t miss the Wayfarers Arcade, a glass domed shopping arcade with
independent shops and cafes. For those of you interested in antiques, then the
Royal Arcade is a must – over 50 stalls selling collectable antiques and bric-abrac.
Or why not take a stroll (or if you’re not feeling energetic, the road train) along
UK’s second longest Pier and enjoy the fabulous views from the end?
Add to this beautiful parks and gardens, beaches and more restaurants than
you can ‘shake a French stick at’ – there’s something for everyone.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

June
Monday 17th
08:00
Picturesque Derbyshire

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£20.00
Concession
Child
£18.00

Derbyshire and the Peak District are known for their picturesque villages and towns where
sight-seeing, exploring and shopping are a real pleasure. Experience three of the finest on
this day trip.
Buxton has been welcoming visitors since the 14th Century and it’s not surprising that it is
today one of the most popular tourist destinations in the Peak District given it’s Georgian
and Victorian architecture providing an impressive backdrop.
Buxton offers a wealth of independent and high street shopping opportunities, and an ever
expanding choice of cafés, bars and restaurants. Head to the Springs Shopping Centre, the
atmospheric Cavendish Arcade in the old Hot Baths, under The Arches of an old mill or up to
Higher Buxton for a traditional market town experience.
Bakewell - perhaps best known for its unique and delicious Pudding, has many tempting
treats to offer - ranging from shopping and specialist markets to relaxing strolls.
Idyllically situated on the banks of the river Wye, the biggest town in the Peak District
National Park's mellow stone buildings, medieval five-arched stone bridge and quaint
cobbled streets are a magnet for painters, photographers and sightseers alike.
Legend has it that the town's famous Pudding was created by mistake by a local cook in the
mid-19th century. Today her delectable 'jam tart that went wrong' can be sampled at
various bakeries and cafés and posted virtually anywhere in the world!
Cherry pick from a choice of local produce at one of Britain's best Farmers' Markets or
browse in specialist shops selling everything from high fashion and outdoor clothing to
handmade chocolates and rare whiskies. Savour a light snack, lunch or dinner at a host of
cafés, restaurants, pubs and tea rooms and take a brewery tour and sample world-beating
craft beers at Thornbridge Brewery.
Matlock is another popular town - once famed for its hydro and spa treatments, Matlock's
central location and scenic surroundings make it a popular base for exploring the best of the
Peak District and Derbyshire.
There are some fantastic independent shops, cafés, pubs and restaurants as well as many
other places to explore; for example, Matlock also has some great antique shops on Dale
Road .
Crown Square and the river Derwent lie at the heart of Matlock, and the gateway to awardwinning Hall Leys Park with its boating lake, riverside walks. Hall Leys is the first of five
beautifully-restored public parks stretching along the Derwent to Matlock Bath - a scenic
option for a leisurely stroll.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

June
Saturday 22nd
07:30
Woburn Abbey & Garden Show

Route

3

Cost

Adult
£38.50
Concession £37.00
Child
£24.50

Set against the stunning backdrop of Woburn Abbey and within 42 acres of Abbey Gardens,
"The Gardener’s Garden Show" offers one of the best locations of any show in the UK.
Held in Woburn Abbey’s beautifully landscaped gardens, the show offers unparalleled
access to award-winning exhibitors and nurseries that have been handpicked by Woburn.
The displays are complemented by an array of live entertainment, artisan foods, shopping,
demonstrations, informative talks and gardening advice, tips and tours.
Garden Show highlights include
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Informative talks and Q&A sessions with well-known gardening experts and Woburn
Estates Gardens Manger and show organiser Martin Towsey
Tips and advice from Woburn gardeners and rare access to see the Private Gardens
of the Duke and Duchess of Bedford (not normally open to the public)
Free garden tours with RHS qualified gardeners to learn more about the
management and creation of Woburn’s Humphry Repton landscaped gardens
A fabulous line up of RHS Medal winning nurseries, offering a diverse array of plants
in our Plant Village. Nurseries are tasked with creating a plant display for which
awards are given over the weekend.
Plenty of retail therapy including a luxury gifts hall and quality stands offering a
plethora of garden furniture, sculpture, tools and horticultural hardware
Independent and unique food and drink providers in Woburn’s Artisan Food Hall
Live entertainment and musical performances from the Bedford Town Band to the
backdrop of stunning views over the Woburn Abbey Gardens.

Browse the food hall where you will find a range of stalls with interesting food and drink
from specialist suppliers and the Luxury Gift Hall will have a range of unique products such
as jewellery and handmade items.
Take the weight off your feet and enjoy a fresh coffee whilst listening to music from the
Bedford Town Band with lovely views over the Woburn Abbey Gardens.
Lunch will be available at the Sculpture Gallery, in the South Court, the Duchess Tea Room
and the Bedford Tea Room.
Whether you're an enthusiastic horticulturist or just looking for inspiration, you’ll have an
informative day at the Woburn Abbey Garden Show.
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Date & Destination

June
Thursday 27th

First pick up
Time

08:30

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£18.00
Concession
Child
£16.00

Hereford & The Black and White Trail

Whether it’s strolling alongside the crystal clear waters of the River Wye,
enjoying the vibrant centre of High Town, or immersing yourself in the city’s
fantastic local history and historic architecture, we are sure you will find
something to please in Hereford.
Relax in a coffee shop, stroll around the traffic-free city centre, top up your
cultural habit at the Cathedral – all just a short stroll from each other.
After lunch we will move onto The Black & White Trail, as the name suggests, is
characterised by the large number of timbered and half-timbered houses in
some of the prettiest villages and most beautiful landscape in England. Some
of the buildings dating back from medieval times, others from more recent
periods.
‘Unrivalled in England’ This is how Alec Clifton-Taylor described the halftimbered ‘black and white’ buildings of north-west Herefordshire. Come and
see if he was right!
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ July ∞
July
Monday 1st
07:30
2
Elan Valley Tour & Llandrindod Wells

Adult &
£20.50
Concession
Child
£18.50

Elan Valley is 72 square miles of beautiful hills, woodlands and lakes within the rugged
Cambrian Mountains. It is an unspoilt area made even more compelling by the dams
and reservoirs which together create a wonderful, living landscape.
We will take a circular tour stopping off at:
The lowest of the dams in the sequence of four built in the valley of the Elan River is
Caban Coch. It is the simplest and most functional in appearance of all dams, resembling
a natural waterfall when the reservoir is full spate with water pouring over the dam wall.
Garreg Ddu & Nantgwyllt Church. This dam serves a dual role. It is a low, completely
submerged dam which plays a vital role in maintaining a constant supply of water to
Birmingham. It also supports masonry pillars carrying the access roadway to the
neighboring valley of the River Claerwen.
Pen-y-Garreg is often regarded as the ‘middle dam’. This dam is unusual in that it houses
an access tunnel to the centre tower which is lit by apertures in the downstream side of
the dam.
Craig Goch, the highest upstream of the series of dams in the Elan Valley, is often
referred to as the ‘top dam’. It is at height of 1040 feet (317m) above sea level.
We will return to the visitor centre, where you may wish to visit the exhibition and use
the facilities.
Once we arrive at Llandrindod Wells you will see how the Victorian atmosphere has
retained but adapted to meet the needs of visitors today. Set off up the graceful sweep
of Station Crescent, the width and elegance of the streets of the town are immediately
evident where there are a range of small shops and cafes. The main shopping area of the
town is in Middleton Street, you can obtain everything from a thimble to a music centre,
and a stick of liquorice to an elegant evening gown. Pleasant cafes also offer a variety of
refreshments to cater for all tastes and pockets.
Visit The Radnorshire Museum within the Memorial Gardens to view the many local
items of interest on display. The Temple Gardens, have been landscaped to provide a
spacious and attractive area to rest and soak up the unique atmosphere of the town.
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Date & Destination

July
Saturday 13th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£18.50
Concession
Child
£16.50

Liverpool – City of Culture (Coach Only)

Enjoy a full-day visit to Liverpool. Explore Albert Dock and visit The Beatles
Story, take a Mersey Ferry for a cruise on the famous river and see the best
view of Liverpool’s famous waterfront, visit the imposing Anglican Cathedral,
top up your knowledge of art with a visit to the Walker Gallery, or discover
more about Liverpool’s remarkable past at the award-winning Liverpool
Museum. There’s so much to see in Liverpool of course, including the famous
Cavern Club in Mathew Street.
If you love shopping, you’ll fit in well here; Liverpudlians like to look good and
set trends. Shoppers are spoilt for choice between gleaming new city-centre
shopping centres, boutique arcades, bohemian streets and farmers markets.
We will have two drop off and pick up points; one within the city centre and
one at Albert Docks.
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Date & Destination

July
Thursday 18th

First pick up
Time

08:30

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£24.50
Concession
Child
£22.50

Anderton Boat Lift and Dagfields Craft & Antiques Centre

The mighty Anderton Boat Lift, known as Cheshire's 'Cathedral of the Canals' is
an iconic attraction and a great day out.
Built in 1875, it was the world's first ever successful boat lift, designed to
bridge the 50 feet gap between the River Weaver and the Trent & Mersey
Canal. An engineering masterpiece, not only does it still do the job it was
designed to do, but it does so with the most ingenious and endearing character
of any structure on the canal system today.
We will board our fully covered trip boat and voyage through the heart of the
Anderton Boat Lift, entertained by the live commentary detailing the history &
mechanics of this Victorian masterpiece whilst watching the engineering at
work.
After your boat trip, we will move onto Dagfields - the largest Craft & Antiques
Centre in the North West, housing a tea room and restaurant serving delicious,
locally sourced, homemade food all day.
Browse through 7 giant emporiums containing 50,000 sq ft of antiques and
collectibles with over 250 dealers on site.
25 craft workshops specialise in everything from handmade soaps to bespoke
garden furniture.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

July
Tuesday 23rd

07:45

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£20.00
Concession
Child
£18.00

Tweedmill & Conway

Tweedmill is located in St Asaph and is a one stop shopping destination at the
gateway to North Wales, in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. There are
over 300 retailers, over two floors, with brands including Jacques Vert, Roman
Originals, Regatta, Cotton Traders, Greenwoods and Pavers Shoes, all at
affordable prices with savings up to 50% off RRP. There is also a farm shop,
butcher and a deli as well as café and coffee shop.
We travel onto Conway, rich in history with its well persevered ancient city
walls enclosing a town of narrow streets, nooks and crannies chock-full of
historic buildings.
A perfect back drop for a spot of shopping or sightseeing.
In the heart of it is the mighty 13th century castle, whose walls encapsulate this
remarkable medieval town, now a World Heritage Site. The town has a quaint
harbour and its elegant suspension bridge was built by Thomas Telford.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ August ∞
August
Wednesday 7th

7:00

Cotswold Wildlife Park & Gardens

2

Adult
£35.00
Concession £32.00
Child
£30.00

One of the largest and most prestigious attractions is the Cotswolds Wildlife
Park near Burford where you can get up close and personal with a whole host
of endangered species.
Visitors can walk through the Madagascar enclosure with free roaming lemurs
as well as going eye to eye with the world’s tallest mammal on the new Giraffe
Walkway – just two of the park’s many magical animal experiences.
There is a restaurant on site offering meals in regular and small sized portions
along with refreshment kiosks selling hot drinks and ice creams.
A narrow-gauge railway takes you all around the park should you need a rest
(additional cost of £1)
The gardens at the park are perhaps best described as a ‘Theatre with Plants’
aiming to demonstrate the wonder and diversity of the plant kingdom.
Set amongst trees close to the restaurant and picnic lawns is the Park’s famous
Adventure playground. ‘Skymaze’ has interconnecting treehouses with jungle
bridges and slides, climbing to a bird’s eye view of the Park over 20 feet high!
There is also a separate large tree house with slide, adventure area, swings and
space net.
For little ones there is a ‘Mini Manor’ with slides and interconnecting
treehouses, a mini zip wire and sand pit. The spacious lawns and benches
nearby provide adults with a place to relax, eat a picnic and let the children
play.
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Date & Destination

August
Friday 16th

First pick up
Time

08:30

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£22.00
Concession
Child
£15.00

Wedgwood & Trentham

Visit The World of Wedgwood – an award-winning, unique, interactive visitor
centre celebrating the very best of British craftsmanship. You will see
craftsmen at work, utilising artisan skills and techniques honed over 250 years.
During the self-guided tour you will experience an in depth view of all aspects
of quality ceramic production including casting, figure making, pattern
decorating and hand painting, ornamentation and gilding. See iconic Jasper
pieces in production showcasing the pinnacle of ceramic craftsmanship. Whilst
here you will receive self-serve Tea, Coffee and Biscuit refreshments.
We then travel a short way to Trentham Shopping Village consisting of 77
timber lodges housing amazing shops, cafes and restaurants and a lovely
friendly village atmosphere. Be sure not to miss the vast Trentham Garden
Centre.
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Date & Destination

August
Monday 19th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£22.50
Concession
Child
£20.50

Cardiff

Cardiff is a city proud of its culture, history and language which has undergone
a fascinating journey over the last 2000 years. Discover Cardiff’s progress
from a small settlement, to the world’s busiest port, to the modern capital city
it is today.
Enjoy a day at leisure in Cardiff, Wales’ Capital city, which offers a startling
range of unique attractions, top class entertainment and quality shopping with
a difference – all within walking distance.
Cardiff has worked hard to earn its reputation as one of the top ten shopping
destinations in Britain. It's a fresh, 21st century shopping experience featuring
many of the high street’s most popular names across a spacious 1.4million
square feet including Cardiff's shopping centres, markets and high street stores
Cardiff Castle, the Millennium Stadium and the National Museum of Cardiff
await you. If shopping is you thing then do not miss St David’s Shopping Centre
plus the Victorian arcades and covered market.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ September ∞
September
Saturday 7th

08:00

1

Adult &
£18.50
Concession
Child
£16.50

Liverpool’s Pirates on the Dock

Ahoy matey! Bring the whole family to the Dock to enjoy this now legendary
swashbuckling, adventure as it thunders into Albert Dock for a day of live
action ship battles, the popular Pirates and Mermaid Parade, jaw-dropping
stunts and swordfights, local folklore and sea shanty
Liverpool has a day of fun planned for you as they welcome back one of their
favourite family events of the year (and from what we have heard, one of your
favourites too!)
The Pirate and Mermaid Parade! Join in this amazing parade led by the
fantastic Batala Drummers from 12.30pm.
Enjoy LIVE cannon battles and thrilling action under sail at the exciting pirate
battle in the Royal Albert Dock Liverpool waters as we welcome back the
famous pirate ship The Phoenix!
Enjoy the action from 2.45pm with a new and exciting grand entrance from the
pirates!
In addition to this, don't miss the fantastic animated activities situated
throughout the dock.
DON'T MISS the fun pirate whizzing around the Royal Albert Dock Liverpool on
his very own unique pirate segway!
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Date & Destination

September
Monday 9th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£19.50
Concession
Child
£17.50

Llandudno via Horseshoe Pass

Take in the breath-taking views through Llangollen and the mountains on the
Horseshoe Pass to Llandudno.
Llandudno is a popular seaside classic resort with an amazing pier, immaculate
seafront and two graceful headlands. It is a proper resort, with Punch and
Judy, a Donkey Man and even Alice in Wonderland.
Stroll across the beach and head up onto this classic Victorian pier, complete
with traditional Welsh gifts, Punch and Judy stalls, arcades and retro stores.
This landmark was originally built back in 1876, and it remains a wonderful
place to grab an ice cream and enjoy the spectacular views out to sea.
The Victorians and Edwardians loved to visit Llandudno – they called it the
Queen of the Welsh Resorts, and graced it with some of the most elegant
seaside architecture in Britain.
You can sit back and take in the views, take a stroll, do some shopping or
explore the spectacular Great Orme on foot or by cable car/tram (fees apply).
The Great Orme is more than 200 metres above the sea, it is an astonishing
coastal landmark with Stone Age origins and nature reserve status.
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Date & Destination

September
Wednesday 18th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£29.00
Concession
Child
£25.50

Welsh Mining Experience

Whatever the weather, a trip to the Welsh Mining Experience at Rhondda
Heritage Park is a must, you will enjoy a unique adventure at this authentic
coal mine in the South Wales Valleys.
You will learn about the international story of Welsh coal and about the people
who made it a global business. Learn about Lewis Merthyr, the owner who
wrote the first one million pound cheque, and of the mine’s links with the RMS
Titanic.
A living testament to the coal mining communities of the world-famous
Rhondda Valleys, this popular family tourist attraction offers a fascinating
insight into the rich culture and character of the area. Take in the breath-taking
sights of the historic chimney stack, which dominates the Rhondda Valley
skyline.
Ex-coal miners will guide you on the Black Gold Experience underground tour,
a 90 minute journey around the colliery site. Nobody knows the coal industry
better than these guides, you will marvel at their tales of life underground.
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Date & Destination

September
Tuesday 24th

First pick up
Time

07:50

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£25.00
Concession
Child
£23.00

Port Sunlight Village

Port Sunlight is a beautiful garden village and award-winning tourist attraction,
boasting some of the finest architecture in the northwest. Originally built for
the workers at the Lever Brothers Soap Works, this Wirral village is now home
to more than 2,000 residents, as well as a range of attractions including the
award-winning Port Sunlight Museum and a recently restored Edwardian
worker’s cottage.
The Museum explores the founding and development of Port Sunlight through
the decades and brings the village to life through information interpretation
panels, interactive and memorabilia displays.
A unique 20 minute film, ‘Sunlight Spirit’ features characters that lived and
worked in the village, whilst the museum also houses a special exhibition
gallery that changes annually.
The new Edwardian worker’s cottage experience allows visitors to explore an
original home to the village, portrayed as it may have looked when first built in
1913.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ October ∞
October
Saturday 5th

11:30

1

Adult
£26.50
Concession £25.50
Child
£18.50

Buxton & Matlock Bath Illuminations

Buxton has been welcoming visitors since the 14th Century and it’s not
surprising that today it is one of the most popular tourist destinations in the
Peak District given it’s Georgian and Victorian architecture providing an
impressive backdrop.
Buxton offers a wealth of independent and high street shopping opportunities,
and an ever expanding choice of cafés, bars and restaurants. Head to the
Springs Shopping Centre, the atmospheric Cavendish Arcade in the old Hot
Baths, under The Arches of an old mill or up to Higher Buxton for a traditional
market town experience.
Matlock Bath Illuminations is a fun-packed family event featuring a spectacular
parade of illuminated and decorated boats along the River Derwent.
Matlock Bath Venetian Boat Builders' Association decorate themed models
with an array of coloured lights. The models are mounted on rowing boats and
paraded on the River Derwent, giving a unique illuminations display.
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Date & Destination

October
Wednesday 9th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

1

Cost

Adult &
£30.00
Concession
Child
£22.00

Ffestiniog Railway & Portmadog

Outstanding scenery, comfortable carriages and historic steam engines await
you at the Ffestiniog Railway, Blaenau Ffestiniog.
The Ffestiniog Railway is the world’s oldest narrow gauge railway with almost
200 years of history, taking you on a journey stretching through the glorious
Snowdonia National Park, you will experience magnificent scenery in comfort
while savouring the romance of gleaming steam engines and carriages.
A light refreshments service is available on every train (fees apply).
Portmadog a harbour town situated on the Glaslyn Estuary, is rich in maritime
history and is an excellent base for touring the surrounding area. It has a
number craft shops and restaurants. The town was named after W.A.
Maddocks whose ambitious "Cob" embankment scheme led to the town's
name, which translates as "Madog's Port". In times gone by, it was a vital, busy
shipping port for the international slate trade, brought down from Blaenau
Ffestiniog. The maritime history depicts its proud past.
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Date & Destination

October
Thursday 17th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£29.00
Concession
Child
£21.00

Westonbirt Arboretum - Autumn Tints

The National Arboretum at Westonbirt, located just three miles from the
traditional Cotswolds market town of Tetbury, is an internationally renowned
tree collection, heritage landscape and a fantastic place for exploring!
The 15,000 labelled trees come from Britain, China, North America, Japan,
Chile and other temperate climates. Planting started in the 1850s by Robert
Holford, the rich Victorian landowner to whom the Westonbirt estate
belonged. Within the 17 miles of accessible paths, connect with trees through
wonderful,
relaxing
walks.
Westonbirt Arboretum consists of three main areas. The Old Arboretum is a
carefully designed landscape dating from the 1850s offering beautiful vistas,
stately avenues and trees from around the world. Silk Wood is an ancient,
semi-natural woodland which has exotic plantings throughout its landscape,
whilst the Grade I registered Downs hosts species-rich grassland and is a great
picnicking location. Westonbirt attracts over 350,000 visits per year and is
known worldwide for its spectacular autumn colour, azalea and magnolia
displays.
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Date & Destination

October
Saturday 19th

First pick up
Time

07:30

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£26.00
Concession
Child
£24.00

Bath

Built for pleasure and relaxation, beautiful Bath has been a wellbeing
destination since Roman times. The waters are still a big draw, both at the
ancient Roman Baths and the thoroughly modern Thermae Bath Spa, which
houses the only natural thermal hot springs in Britain you can bathe in. Take a
tour through time and explore the only UK city designated a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. You’ll travel centuries in just a few steps. Visit the Roman Baths
dating back to AD43 to see how our former settlers liked to unwind.
Bath’s compact, visitor-friendly centre is overflowing with places to eat and
drink, plus some of the finest independent shops in Britain, making it the ideal
city to visit. Bath is a shopping superstar, boasting an unbeatable choice of
independent retailers selling tempting one-of-a-kind items (plus, of course, the
full complement of major high street names).
Bath's stunning honey-coloured Georgian architecture is straight from a Jane
Austen novel - highlights include the iconic Royal Crescent and the majestic
Circus. Celebrate Bath's most famous resident at the Jane Austen Centre.
You won’t have to look far to find things to do in Bath as the city is famously
full of attractions and activities. In many ways, Bath hasn’t changed much since
the times of Georgian gentleman Ralph Allen and writer Jane Austen, both of
whom fell under the spell of this city built for pleasure.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ November ∞
November
Saturday 9th

07:00

3

Adult &
£29.50
Concession
Child
£27.50

York

Imagine a city full of culture, art, history and heritage, combined with boutique
shopping and a whole host of cosy bistros and pubs where you can sample
some fine Yorkshire specialities.
Think it sounds like fun? Then York is the adventure for you.
Join us to this amazing beautiful city with Roman roots and a Viking past,
where ancient walls surround contemporary independent shops and vibrant
eateries. Visit the Jorvik Viking Centre, York Minster with its world-famous
stained glass windows and status as the largest Gothic cathedral in northern
Europe, the castle, museum, dungeon, York’s Chocolate story or the National
Railway Museum. Combine shopping, history and culture in one day. A must is
a walk down York’s oldest street, the Shambles, with its overhanging timber
buildings, some dating back to the fourteenth century.
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Date & Destination

November
Sunday 24th

First pick up
Time

10:00

Route

3

Cost

Adult
£42.00
Concession £40.00
Child
£35.50

The Birmingham International Tattoo

For 30 years, the Birmingham Tattoo has thrilled audiences and this year is no
exception.
Whether you prefer the Massed Marching Bands, the Exciting Displays or the
splendour of the spectacular Grand Finale.
From the Field Gun competition to the Massed Parade of Standards to the Dog
Display there is something for all the family during the Birmingham
International Tattoo.
The spectacular Grand Finale sees the culmination of the show as all the
performers line up and fill the Arena Birmingham in a spectacle of light and
sound. However, this performance is the end of a journey that has taken many
months of practice by the bands and other performers, over one year of
planning by the organisation team and many thousands of miles of travel by
the bands from across the UK and further afield in Europe. It is impossible to
add up the many years of musical experience on parade each year but it must
run into many tens of thousands of years, all culminating in the performance
for you.
Experience the Pageantry & Spectacle
Massed International Marching Bands
Massed Pipes & Drums
Massed Parade of Standard Bearers
Exciting Displays & Thrilling Performances
Three hours of spectacle for all the family
Featuring over 1,000 performers in the spectacular grand finale.
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Date & Destination

November
Tuesday 26th

First pick up
Time

08:00

Route

2

Cost

Adult &
£33.50
Concession
Child
£20.50

Royal Welsh Winter Fair

The Royal Welsh Winter Fair is now widely referred to as the finest prime stock
show in Europe. Whether you are after that unique gift for someone special,
some tasty delicacies for the festive season, a stocking filler for the kids or just
a treat for yourself, the Royal Welsh Winter Fair is the place to do your
Christmas shopping. The trade stands will offer a huge variety of gifts for the
family, friends and the home such as ceramics, Welsh books, Welsh wool
duvets, oak furniture, hand painted cushions, pictures, ladies clothing, bags,
scarves, knitwear, Welsh slate gifts, Persian & oriental carpets & rugs, rag dolls
& teddies, textiles, wooden Christmas items, socks, baby clothing, hats,
preserves, Christmas decorations & toys. Be sure not to miss the food hall
trade stands for an array of tempting treats. The Fair hosts a wonderful
program of Christmas Musical Entertainment to add to the festive atmosphere
around the showground. We hope you relax into the spirit of Christmas and
enjoy the choirs and instrumental performances.
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Date & Destination

November
Friday 29th

First pick up
Time

08:30

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£20.00
Concession
Child
£17.50

Melton Mowbray Victorian Christmas

Melton Mowbray is a quintessential English market town built on a strong
tradition of farming and fox hunting.
Renowned for its fine food and drink, the Borough has become the centre of
excellence for local food producers. Famous for its pork pies and Stilton
Cheese, the town of Melton Mowbray plays host today to the Victorian
Christmas market.

Enjoy a slice of Dickensian Britain with victorian stalls, street urchins, stilt
walkers, Punch and Judy, Brass Bands and more.
The Victorian festive market including gifts, crafts and fine local produce. Every
stall holder in Victorian dress whilst Queen Victoria, Street Beggars, Victorian
Dancers, Living Statues, Morris Men and many more entertain the crowds.
The stage will be host to live performances throughout the day from some
amazing performers.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

∞ December ∞
December
Saturday 7th

07:45

3

Adult
£45.00
Members £29.00
Child
£32.50

Christmas at Waddesdon Manor

Bring the family and share a festive day out gazing at the decorated house,
exploring Waddesdon’s biggest ever Christmas fair, indulging in celebratory
foods and shopping for gifts. When dusk sets enjoy the beautifully lit grounds.
Christmas is always a special time of year at Waddesdon Manor. Upon arrival,
we will be met by a Waddesdon representative who will distribute your House
entry tickets. There is a short walk to the Welcome Pavillion where you can
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

take the complimentary Waddesdon Shuttle Bus to the North Fountain, 100
meters from the front of the House; a mobility assistance vehicle is available to
aid less able walkers, which does not need to be pre-booked.
Inside the manor both the Bachelor’s Wing and East Wing will be
breathtakingly decorated in the manors chosen theme for Christmas.
Both inside and out the manor will be displays taking inspiration from the
wondrous festivals and celebrations conjured up by Waddesdon's treasured
artworks - from sumptuous feasts, lavish gifts and masked balls to theatre,
fancy dress and fairy tales - there is something for everyone at the Christmas
Carnival.
The fair will be set against the backdrop of the floodlit North Front of
the Manor with its 20ft Christmas trees and magical light and sound show.
Soak up the sights, smells and sounds of Christmas with 86 hand-selected
exhibitors all housed in charming wooden chalets. They will have an exciting
variety of high-quality, unique gifts, decorations, crafts and festive foods to
delight you and your loved ones
From dusk, the grounds will come to life with a beautiful breath-taking light
show, projected onto the Stables and inspired by the objects, architecture and
gardens of Waddesdon. Beyond the Aviary you’ll discover a light trail that
playfully combines colour, sound and movement, and the Manor’s facade will
also be bathed in light.
The Stables Café and outside Coffee Bar will be open on the day, but please be
prepared to queue and allow plenty of time.
National Trust members will need to show their National Trust membership
card on the day to qualify for the membership discount to apply.
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Date & Destination

December
Thursday 12th

First pick up
Time

08:30

Route

3

Cost

Adult &
£40.00
Concession
Child
£32.50

Trent River Cruise with Festive Lunch on board

Join us and give your Christmas celebrations an early start. Relax on board this
leisurely two hour cruise along the beautiful River Trent, one of the major
rivers in England. The attentive crew will serve you with a two course
traditional Christmas meal. Enjoy slices of succulent turkey crown with gravy,
chipolata sausage, stuffing balls, roast and new potatoes and seasonal
vegetables, followed by Christmas pudding with lashings of home-made
brandy sauce. Included in your cruise will be a bottomless cup of tea or coffee.
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Date & Destination

First pick up
Time

Route

Cost

Route numbers
Add on the time shown next to your pick up point to the first
pick up time advertised
1
Minsterley
Pontesbury
Hanwood

Time after
first pick up
First Time
+ 00:05
+ 00:10

Shrewsbury bus
station

+ 00:30

Abbey Foregate

+ 00:40

3

Time after
first pick up

Minsterley
Pontesbury
Hanwood

2
Minsterley
Pontesbury
Hanwood

Time after
first pick up
First Time
+ 00:05
+ 00:10

Shrewsbury bus
station

+ 00:30

Abbey Foregate
Dorrington
Church Stretton
Craven Arms
Ludlow

+ 00:40
+ 00:55
+ 01:05
+ 01:20
+ 01:30

First Time
+ 00:05
+ 00:10

Shrewsbury bus
station

+ 00:30

Abbey Foregate

+ 00:40

Telford railway
station

+ 01:00

Group discounts of 10 plus available please call for information
Gift Vouchers available
Struggling to get to a pick up point – give us a call for advice
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